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eClassic at the 1st Zagato Domus at B.I. Collection

From November 3rd to 5th, the eClassic Team joined the opening of the first Zagato Domus in St.
Gallen. In occasion of this very exclusive gathering, a grey (Liquid Iron Metallic) Elio Z Simulator
has been one of the highlights of a very special display of 12 Zagato "Multiples of Art", from 1963
to the latest Mostro Barchetta Powered by Maserati, presented at the 2022 Villa D’Este Concours
of Elegance. Guests and Drivers had the chance to experience the eClassic simulator next to the
Alfa Romeo TZ which raced at Le Mans in 1964 with the racing Number 40! Andrea Zagato elo-
quently descquently described eClassic as the perfect bridge between his Family's Racing Routes from the
50s and a next generation of virtual classic car experiences.

Smartech, the UK’s finest technology, presents eClassic

In the heart of London, the most cutting-edge technology can be found in the Smartech depart-
ment at the famous Selfridges department store. Starting today, the innovative and exclusive tech
available at the store also includes the eClassic simulators. The Club that allows classic car en-
thusiasts to meet virtually on the track and on the road at the wheel of Pininfarina and Zagato
simulators, has landed across the English Channel.

What better way to discover Silverstone 1967 than with a true English sportscar? And when you
think of an English sports car, what’s better than the Jaguar E-Type? Now you can jump behind
the wheel of the E-Type by simply selecting the appropriate preset menu from the eClassic App.
After some practice runs, submit your time and the ranking will show the strength of your passion.

British car, British track, exciting!

In Piazza Barberini, right at the beginning of via Veneto, the street of “La Dolce Vita” is now also
the street of the eClassic simulator, located in BMW’s innovative Urban Store which offers a revo-
lutionary approach to its relationship with customers and potential customers. What better oppor-
tunity to drive a historic BMW on famous tracks?

eClassic at BMW Urban Store in Rome

Silverstone 1967, the pride of driving on a unique track

The famous track that hosted the first race of the Formula 1 World Championship in 1950 is avail-
able from this month on eClassic. The configuration is the one from 1967, much faster than the
current circuit, which seriously tests the talent of those behind the wheel. For those wondering
what it must have felt like to write the history of motor sport on this circuit over the years, this is
an opportunity not to be missed.

The eClassic Club program


